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In this paper we study the order of error of the Edgeworth approximation to the distribution of statisti s that allow for an expansion
with a quadrati leading term, in the ase of independent identi ally distributed latti e random variables. Matthes (1975) proves that the error

O(n

p=(p+1) )

is obtained for smooth and bounded onvex sets. We ex-

tend his result to over likelihood ratio tests and other asymptoti ally
quadrati statisti s, essentially allowing for nuisan e parameters and for
non-suÆ ien y of the s ore statisti . In mathemati al terms the extension
is to sets that are only onditionally onvex and bounded. Thus, we allow
the quadrati leading term in the asymptoti expansion of the statisti of
interest not to be positive de nite and higher order terms to depend on
omponents that are not in the quadrati form. Like Matthes (1975), we
obtain the order

O(n

p=(p+1) )

for the error term.

1. Introdu tion and main result.

Asymptoti expansions of probabilities

of sets for latti e random variables are diÆ ult to obtain be ause of the jumps in
the distribution. In one dimension the jumps in the distribution have probabilities
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of order 1= n, and ontinuous approximations ignoring the pre ise lo ation of the
latti e points will only be orre t to this order of error. For this situation it may be
feasible to apply some kind of ontinuity orre tion improving the order, but only
be ause the position of the latti e points relative to the boundary of the set may
be identi ed. If the dimension is higher than one even a halfspa e, bounded by a
hyperplane, is diÆ ult to handle. If the hyperplane follows the latti e dire tions the
situation is as in the one-dimensional ase, but in other ases the order of the error
is unknown. For sets with urved boundary the situation may, perhaps surprisingly,
be slightly better, essentially be ause the boundary of the set annot hit quite as
many latti e points as in the linear ase.
The hi-squared approximation to the distribution of the likelihood ratio test
statisti in a parametri statisti al model is a primary example of a situation with an
approximately ellipti al boundary. If the set is expanded beyond the rst order the
set hanges slightly in the leading variable, but more awkwardly further variables
appear in the expansion, namely derivatives of the log likelihood fun tion with
respe t to the nuisan e parameters, and derivatives of higher order. The hi-squared
approximation is known to be orre t apart from an error of order O(n 1 ) in wellbehaved ontinuous models for independent repli ations. When the data are dis rete
the situation is mu h more ompli ated, with error ranging from O(n

1=2 )

in the

simplest one-dimensional latti e ases to the same order as for the ontinuous ase
in the very best situations of higher dimensional tests, see Gotze (2000).
Let p denote the degrees of freedom for the hi-squared test, or equivalently the
dimension of the parameter of interest. Esseen (1945) proved that the error of the
normal approximation for a mean of latti e random variables in IRp is O(n

p=(p+1) )

for the probability of entered ellipsoids. Matthes (1975) extended this result to a
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uniform bound for any lass of onvex sets with uniformly bounded urvatures
(above and below) instead of the ellipsoids. Be ause the onvex sets are not ne essarily symmetri Matthes' result dealt with the approximation provided by the
se ond order Edgeworth expansion. His result was based on a mathemati al result
on Fourier transforms and onvex sets by Herz (1961). The best available general result for the hi-squared approximation to the likelihood ratio test and HPD (highest
posterior density) regions gives the error O(n

p=(p+2) log n) when the log-likelihood

derivatives are latti e random variables, see Rousseau (2002).
In the present paper we prove that O(n

p=(p+1) )

an be obtained also for the ase

of independent repli ations of a latti e random variable when the expansion of the
test statisti an be given in terms of linear fun tions of the latti e random variable
and the leading term is quadrati . In the ases of likelihood ratio tests or modi ed
likelihood ratio tests the linear statisti s are derivatives of the log likelihood fun tion
statisti , and the leading term is quadrati in the s ore statisti for the parameters
of interest.
A linear ombination of latti e random variables is not in general itself a latti e
random variable. Therefore the leading terms of these statisti s an be onsidered
either as quadrati forms of possibly non-latti e, but not strongly non-latti e, random ve tors or as degenerate quadrati forms of latti e random ve tors; that is,
quadrati forms of a proje tion of the latti e random ve tor. In neither ase an
we apply the existing results on ontinuous approximations of sums or the error
bounds previously obtained for latti e random variables.
To prove the result we use the te hnique of Matthes (1975) whi h again is based
on the important papers by Herz (1961) and Esseen (1945). We on entrate on
on den e regions that are, to rst order, ellipsoids, possibly degenerate, be ause
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they are of relevan e to statisti s, although the te hnique an be applied to more
general sets as indi ated in the dis ussion se tion. The same omment applies to our
restri tion to statisti s whi h have a limiting asymptoti hi-squared distribution.
To be more pre ise onsider independent and identi ally distributed random
variables Y1 , . . . , Yn supported on a latti e in IRd; without loss of generality we take
the latti e to be the shifted d-dimensional integer latti e y0 + ZZd where y0 2 IRd is
xed. Furthermore let EYi = 0 and assume that Yi has non-degenerate varian e,
say, and nite moments of order 4. Let A be a p  d matrix of rank p and onsider
a statisti of the form
1
W = W (X ) = (AX )T  1 AX + p Q(X ) + Rn (X );
n

(1)
where X =

P

p

i Yi = n,

 = Var(AX ) = A AT , Q(X ) is an odd polynomial in X ,

and for any onstant C > 0 there exists a t < 1=(p + 1) and a
Rn (X ) is bounded by n

> 0 su h that

1+t whenever kX k < C plog n. Our main result is the

following.
Theorem 1.

With W as above we have

jP (W  w)

Fp (w)j = O(n p=(p+1) );

uniformly in w1 < w < w2 for any xed positive w1 and w2 , where Fp denotes the
distribution fun tion of the hi-squared distribution with p degrees of freedom.

The proof, given in the next se tion, employs Matthes' result to sets in p oordinates of X onditional on the remaining oordinates. Relative to a straightforward
appli ation of Matthes' result two te hni al diÆ ulties arise: the onditional distributions must be represented in Matthes' framework of sums of independent repliations and the error bound obtained for the probabilities of the onditional sets
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must be uniform in the onditioning variables, thus allowing the error to remain of
the same order when integrated.
It is a reasonable onje ture that the uniformity of the approximation extends
to all w. Te hni ally, for large w, this is be ause the possible in rease in the latti e
versus ontinuous approximation error for unbounded sets is ompensated by the
small probabilities for large observations. For small w the s aling result, Theorem 3,
in Matthes (1975) may provide the extension.
Theorem 1 overs many typi al appli ations of the likelihood ratio test to latti e
random variables. For example, if X = (X1 ; : : : ; Xd ) are multinomially distributed
with probabilities (p1 (); : : : ; pd ()), the log likelihood fun tion and all its derivatives are linear in X , and the log likelihood ratio test statisti for any smooth
hypothesis within any smooth model is of the form (1), see, for example, Lawley
(1956) and Chandra & Ghosh (1979).
For the same reason the result applies to the log likelihood ratio statisti in linear
or non-linear logisti regression if only it ts into the framework of independent
repli ations. Similarly, log-linear Poisson models and other smooth, linear and nonlinear, models are overed.
As an alternative to the log likelihood ratio test statisti other asymptoti ally
equivalent statisti , su h as the Pearson hi-squared statisti for multinomial models, similarly admit an expansion of the form 1. This also applies to HPD regions
and other modi ed likelihood ratio statisti s, see DiCi io & Stern (1994).
2. Proof of the theorem.

Without loss of generality we may assume that

Rn (x) = 0. If the theorem holds under this ondition it also holds in the stated

form, be ause we may squeeze the set fW (x)  wg between two similar sets without
the Rn (x) term and with w repla ed by w Æn and w + Æn , say, with Æn = O(n

1+t ).
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When the hi-squared approximation is uniformly valid without the Rn (x) term,
the result follows. Thus, we assume in the sequel that Rn (x) = 0.
First we split X into two parts, X = (X1 ; X2 ) with X1 2 IRp and X2 2 IRd p . For
our purpose we have to sele t p linearly independent olumns of A, and without
loss of generality we assume these to be the rst. Then X1 is simply the rst p
oordinates of X and
AX = A1 X1 + A2 X2 ;

where A1 is the p  p matrix onsisting of the rst p olumns of A and A2 ontains
the remaining d p olumns. Note that A1 has full rank, p, and hen e is invertible.
For xed w let Kn = fx 2 IRd : W (x)  wg and onsider also the onditional sets
Kn (x2 ) = fx1 2 IRp : (x1 ; x2 ) 2 Kn g. Similarly, de ning W0 (x) as the leading term,

(Ax)T  1 (Ax), of W we onsider the orresponding sets K0 = fx 2 IRd : W0 (x) 
wg and K0 (x2 ) = fx1 2 IRp : (x1 ; x2 ) 2 K0 g.

The set K0 (x2 ) is of the form
(X1 + b(x2 ))T B (X1 + b(x2 ))  w;
where b(x2 ) = A1 1 A2 x2 and B = AT1  1 A1 is a positive de nite symmetri matrix.
Thus, to rst order the set Kn (x2 ) is the ellipsoid fxT1 Bx1  wg parallelly translated
by the ve tor b(x2 ) whi h is linear in x2 .
The probabilities of the full latti e ve tor X may be expanded in an Edgeworth
expansion to se ond order, see Bhatta harya & Rao (1986, Theorem 22.1), as
Pn (X = x) = n d=2 ' (x)



1



1 + p H3; (x) + O(n 1 );
n

where the error is uniform in x, ' denotes the d-dimensional normal density fun tion with varian e , and H3; (x) is an odd polynomial of order 3.
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A onsiderable onvenien e is that we may limit attention to values of x bounded

p

in Eu lidean norm by C log n for some suÆ iently large C > 0, be ause the probability of the omplement of this set is o(n 1 ) when fourth moments are nite. In
the sequel we therefore assume x to be within this range without further mention.
The desired probability is

 w) = P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 + O(n

P (W

1 );

where
P1 =
P2 =

Z

K0

' (x) dx = Fp (w);

Z



Z

K0

K

' (x) dx;

X
P3 = n d=2
' (x)

K

P4 = n 1=2
P5 = n 1=2

where

P

p

Z

K0

Z

K

' (x) dx;

' (x)H3; (x) dx = 0;

n d=2

X

K

' (x)H3; (x)

!

Z

K0

' (x)H3; (x) dx ;

refers to summation over latti e points for x, that is, over points in

Ln = ny0 + p1n ZZd , and the error term stems from the Edgeworth expansion over

the set K .
The term P4 vanishes be ause the set K0 is symmetri and the integrand is an
odd fun tion.
Next, P2 = O(n 1 ) be ause the polynomial Q(x) is odd and K0 is symmetri in
x so the ontribution of order n 1=2 vanishes, leaving an error of order O(n 1 ).

The term P3 is our main on ern for whi h we will use the result from Matthes
(1975).
Also, P5 = O(n 1 ) whi h is seen by onsidering the onditional sets (given
x2 ). The dis rete sum over su h a set is equal to the Riemann approximation to
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the integral of the same fun tion on the same set. As this fun tion is the Gaussian
density fun tion (times a polynomial) and the set is onvex, the error of the Riemann
approximation is of order n

1=2 .

This error is uniform over all onvex sets and is

therefore uniform in w, see Bhatta harya and Rao (1986, Corollary 3.2).
Now onsider P3 . Let

2

= Var X2 and onsider the onditional Gaussian den-

sity '(x1 jx2 ) of X1 given X2 ; that is '(x1 jx2 ) = '2 (x2 );

1:2

(x1 ), the Gaussian

density with mean 2 (x2 ) whi h is linear in x2 and varian e

1:2

= Var X1

Cov(X1 ; X2 )(Var X2 ) 1 Cov(X2 ; X1 ). De ompose P3 as
X
P3 = P3;1 + P3;2 = n (d p)=2
' 2 (x2 )P3;1 (x2 )

L2;n

+n

(d p)=2

X

L2;n

' 2 (x2 )g (x2 )

Z

IR

d

p

' 2 (x2 )g (x2 ) dx2 ;

with
P3;1 (x2 ) = n p=2

where g(x2 ) =

R

p
the latti e ny

j

X

L1;n \Kn (x2 )

'(x1 jx2 )

Kn (x2 ) '(x1 x2 ) dx1 is twi
p
01 + ZZ = n, where the ve

p

Z

Kn (x2 )

'(x1 jx2 ) dx1 ;

e ontinuously di erentiable, and L1;n is
tor y01 onsists of the rst p oordinates

of y0 .
To handle P3;1 (x2 ) de ne the shifted variable x~1 = x1

p
respondingly shifted latti e L~ 1;n = ny01
~ n (x2 ) = Kn(x2 )
K

p

2 (x2 ) and the or-

2 (x2 ) + ZZp = n and the shifted set

2 (x2 ). Then

P3;1 (x2 ) = n p=2

X

~ n (x2 )
L~ 1;n \K

'0;

x1 )
1 2 (~
:

is now written in terms of the density fun tion '0;

Z

K~ n (x2 )
1:2

'0;

1:2

(~x1 )dx~1

whi h is independent of n.

Ideally we would apply Matthes' result at this stage to show that the latti e sum
of the Gaussian point probabilities over Kn(x2 ) is approximated to the pres ribed
order by the integral. Matthes' result, however, applies only to a standardized sum
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of independent repli ations of a latti e random variable, so we need to show that
the onditional Gaussian density may arise as the leading term of an Edgeworth
expansion for su h a standardized sum. Unfortunately, this may not be true be ause
the statisti must have support on the latti e L~ 1;n whi h depends awkwardly on n.
To solve the problem we make another, very small, shift of the latti e so that zero
be omes a latti e point. This will hange the mean of the Gaussian density slightly,
but only by a magnitude that will give an error of suÆ iently small order.
Let n (x2 ) =

pny

p

2 (x2 )

01

[ ny01

2 (x2 )℄, where the square bra kets

p

denote oordinate-wise integer rounding, and de ne x?1 = x~1 n (x2 )= n, Kn? (x2 ) =
~ n (x2 )
K

p

n (x2 ), and L0;n = ZZp = n. This leads to

P3;1 (x2 ) = n p=2

X

L0;n \Kn? (x2 )
Z

Kn? (x2 )

=n

Z

'0;

X

p=2

L0;n \Kn? (x2 )

Kn? (x2 )

'0;
1:2

1:2

p

(x?1 + n (x2 )= n)

p

(x?1 + n (x2 )= n) dx?1


'0;

'0; 1:2 (x?1 )

?
1 2 (x1 ) 1
:



1

n (x2 )T 1:12 x?1
pn

n (x2 )T 1:12 x?1
pn





dx?1 + O(n 1 ):

The right hand side of the above equation an thus be written as two di eren es
between sums and integrals. The rst is a rst order di eren e, the se ond orresponds to the rounding error term. This latter term is equal to n
error of the Riemann approximation of the integral of '0;

1:2

1=2

(z )n (x2 )T

times the
1
1:2 z

over

a onvex set. Using the same argument as for P5 , we obtain a term of order O(n 1 )
uniformly over w and x2 , sin e x2 only appears in Kn? , for whi h we an use the
uniformity over onvex sets, and in n (x2 ) whi h is bounded by 1=2.
To deal with the rst order di eren e, we apply Matthes' (1975) result. Using
Lemma 1, see the appendix, we an onstru t n independent repli ations of latti e
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random ve tors Zi , i = 1; :::; n with zero mean, ovarian e matrix

1:2 , null third or-

der umulants and nite fourth order umulants. Then using Bhatta harya and Rao
(1986, Theorem 22.1) to expand the point probabilities, pn (z ), of the standardized
sum, we have
X

L0;n \K (x2 )

pn (z )

n p=2

X

L0;n \K (x2 )

'0;

1:2

(z ) = O(n 1 );

?
n

?
n

uniformly over x2 , as x2 only appears in the set Kn? (x2 ). Consequently
X

P3;1 (x2 ) =

When n is large

pn (z )

L0;n \Kn? (x2 )
enough, Kn? (x2 )

Z

K (x2 )
?
n

'0;

1:2

(x?1 ) dx?1 + O(n 1 ):

is a onvex set for ea h jx2 j  C log n; it is the

translation of the ellipsoid fx1 : xT1 Bx1

 wg by the ve tor
p
(x ); x )= n, whi h

plus a perturbation Q(x?1 + 2 (x2 ) + n

2

2

(b + 2 + n )(x2 )
is a polynomial in

x?1 . Hen e it has uniformly bounded urvature from above and below and its re-

entered support fun tion is in nitely di erentiable, and uniformly bounded in x2 .
Re- entering does not hange Matthes's result, sin e the set enters the proof only
through the absolute value of the hara teristi fun tion of the indi ator of the
set. This is obviously independent of the origin. We an therefore apply Matthes'
Theorem 1 (1975); apart from terms of order O(n 1 ),
P3;1 (x2 ) =

where

X

L0;n \K (x2 )

pn (z )

?
n

4

Z

Kn? (x2 )

'0;

1:2

(x?1 ) dx?1



( 4 )3p=(4(p+1)) n

p=(p+1) ;

is the sum of the fourth moments of the oordinates of Zi and hen e is

independent of x2 . The onstant is independent of n and x2 . We thus obtain
X
P3;1 = n (d p)=2
' 2 (x2 )P3;1 (x2 ) = O(n p=(p+1) ):

L2;n

Now onsider the se ond part of P3 , namely P3;2 . Sin e Kn (x2 ) is smooth, g(x2 )
is twi e ontinuously di erentiable and is bounded by 1. Thus, uniformly in x2 ,
X
n (d p)=2
' 2 (x2 )g (x2 )

L2

Z

IR

d

p

' 2 (x2 )g (x2 ) = O(n 1 );
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whi h ompletes the proof.
3. Dis ussion.

It is important to noti e that our result gives only an upper

bound for the error of the hi-squared approximation but does not rule out the
possibility that the error ould be of lower order. Re ent results by Gotze (2000) and
Bentkus & Gotze (2001) indi ate that for lasses of sets in luding exa t ellipsoids
the order O(n 1 ) is a hievable for dimension p  5. This extends previous results
by Bentkus & Gotze (1997, 1999) where similar results for p

 9 were obtained.

In our setting their results orrespond to the situation where the matrix A in the
de nition of the statisti W (X )
a term of order O(n

1=2 )



(AX )T  1 (AX ) is of full rank and without

in W (X ), see equation (1). From an intuitive point of

view one would expe t the in lusion of the extra omponents, due to the nuisan e
parameters of dimension d

p, to have some smoothing e e t rather than adding

to the dis reteness error. It is un lear, however, whether su h a smoothing e e t
improves the order of the approximation in parti ular ases.
Frydenberg & Jensen (1989) simulate some examples of the likelihood ratio test
for multinomial random variables to investigate the order of error empiri ally. In
parti ular, they ompare with the Bartlett orre tion whi h, in the ontinuous ase,
would improve the error from order O(n 1 ) to O(n 2 ). If the error due to dis reteness is of order O(n 1 ) it would give some meaning, asymptoti ally, to apply the
Bartlett orre tion to a dis rete model sin e it might remove part of the dominating error. The empiri al ndings of Jensen & Frydenberg indi ate that this is
not the ase, but their examples are low-dimensional (p  3) and therefore do not
hallenge the onje ture of a general error of order O(n 1 ) for p

 5. Moreover,

a Bartlett orre tion would still orre t the expe tation of any smooth fun tion of
Wn (X ). Even though it might not improve the order of the approximation of the
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dis rete probabilities by its ontinuous ounterparts, it would re- enter the approximation to a better order of a ura y. In the spe ial ase of the one-dimensional
binomial Brown et al. (2002) prove that re- entering diminishes the overage error
of on den e regions.
We have on entrate on approximate, possibly degenerate ellipsoids. However,
as Matthes's (1975) result is valid for any bounded onvex set, our result remains
valid if W (X ) in equation (1) is a more general (smooth) fun tion, provided that the
onditional sets, Kn (x2 ) = fx1 : W (x1 ; x2 )  wg, are onvex for suÆ iently large n
and satisfy Matthes' onditions of bounded urvature. Under this framework, the
te hnique that we have used to prove Theorem 1 an be applied dire tly, although

p

we would have to add the se ond term, of order 1= n, in the Edgeworth expansion
if the set is not symmetri .
A tually, the ondition on independent and identi ally distributed random ve tors is not ne essary either. Indeed, it is enough to assume that there exists a
suitable pointwise Edgeworth expansion on latti e points for the distribution of x,
as the key point in our proof was the use of Matthes's result on the ve tor z that
is onstru ted from the pointwise Edgeworth expansion. So assuming that we have

p

su h an Edgeworth expansion on a latti e say L= n, it is possible to onstru t a
ve tor z as a renormalised sum of independent and identi ally distributed latti e
ve tor zi 2 L with zero mean and the same ovarian e matrix. Then z would have
the same Edgeworth expansion to the rst order as our original statisti and we
would be able to use Matthes's result as above to obtain the order O(n

p=(p+1) ).

One possible appli ation of su h an extension is the logisti regression with latti e
ovariates. In fa t, logisti regression would already be overed by Theorem 1 in
the ase of systemati repli ations of the ovariates.
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Appendix: Constru tion of a latti e distribution with

ertain moments.

As a te hni al tool we need to prove the existen e of a distribution on the integer
latti e, ZZp , having zero mean and a given non-singular ovarian e matrix, , say.
For any positive de nite symmetri matrix, , of size p  p there

Lemma 1.

exists a probability distribution on the integer latti e ZZp with mean zero and varian e
matrix . Furthermore, there exist symmetri distributions of this kind with moments
of all orders.
Proof.

Let V be a p-dimensional Gaussian random variable with EV = 0 and

Var V = . Then, for any positive number k de ne the latti e random variable
Wk =

8
>
<

0 with probability 1 1=k2

>
: [kY ℄

with probability 1=k2

;

where [kY ℄ denotes the integer rounding of kY , that is kY = [kY ℄ + Rk (Y ) with all
oordinates of Rk (Y ) bounded by 1=2. Sin e the distribution of Wk is symmetri
we have EWk = 0. Further,
Var Wk =

1

k2
k2

Var Y

k Cov(Y; Rk (Y ))

k Cov(Rk (Y ); Y ) + Var Rk (Y )



= Var Y + O(1=k);
as k ! 1, thus implying that we an approximate any non-singular varian e, , as
losely as we want by a distribution on the integer latti e. Sin e the varian e of a
distribution mixture is the mixture of the varian es, the set of a hievable varian e
matri es for latti e distributions is onvex. Thus, the target , an be en losed in
a ube of whi h we may approximate the orners, and appropriate mixing yields
a latti e distribution with mean zero and ovarian e matrix . The distribution
onstru ted in this way is symmetri and has moments of all orders.
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Although the result is not valid if the ondition that the mean is zero is removed,
the distribution may be shifted to have mean on any other latti e point. And by
non-singular linear transformation the result trivially extends to any non-degenerate
latti e, meaning that we may onstru t a latti e distribution with mean on any
latti e point and with any non-singular varian e matrix.
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